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C OL L E. 
CATALOGUE 
OF THE 
TRUSTEES, PROFESSORS, AND STUDENTS 
OF THE 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
OF 
PHILADELPHIA. 





BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 
E. B. GARDETTE, M.D., 	 HON. FURMAN SHEPPARD, 
GEN.• CHARLES M. PREVOST, 	 B. B. COMEGYS, 
Hort. HENRY M. PHILLIPS, 	 ELLWOOD WILSON, M.D., 
HON. JAMES R. LUDLOW, 	 THOMAS A. SCOTT, 
HON. JAMES CAMPBELL, 	 HENRY C. GIBSON. 
GEORGE W. FAIRMAN, 
JOSEPH PATTERSON, 	 E. B. GARDETTE, M.D., President. 
HON. JOSEPH ALLISON, LL.D., 	 GEORGE W. FAIRMAN, Secretary. 
HON. ASA PACKER, 
PROFESSORS. 
JOSEPH PANCOAST, M.D., 
GENERAL, DESCRIPTIVE, AND SURGICAL ANATOMY (Emeritus), 
No. 1030 Chestnut Street. 
SAMUEL D. GROSS, M.D., LL.D., D.0 L. OXON., 
INSTITUTES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY, 
S. E. corner of Eleventh and Walnut Streets. 
ELLERSLIE WALLACE, M.D., 
OBSTETRICS AND DISEASES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN, 
No. 1130 Spruce Street. 
JOHN B. BIDDLE, M.D., 
MATERIA MEDICA AND GENERAL THERAPEUTICS, 
No. 331 S. Seventeenth Street. 
J. AITKEN MEIGS, M.D., 
INSTITUTES OF MEDICINE AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, 
No. 1408 Spruce Street. 
J. M. DA COSTA, M.D., 
PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, 
No. 1700 Walnut Street. 
WILLIAM H. PANCOAST, M.D., 
GENERAL, DESCRIPTIVE, AND SURGICAL ANATOMY, 
No. 1100 Walnut Street. 
ROBERT E. ROGERS, M.D., 
MEDICAL CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY, 
No. 1004 Walnut Street. 
J. B. BIDDLE, M.D., 
DEAN. 
WILLIAM THOMSON, M.D., 
LECTURER ON DISEASES OF THE EYE. 
THOMAS H. ANDREWS, M.D., 
DEMONSTRATOR OF ANATOMY. 
J. EWING MEARS, M.D., 
DEMONSTRATOR OF SURGERY. 
G. MASON WARD, M.D., 
DEMONSTRATOR OF CHEMISTRY. 
HENRY C. CHAPMAN, M.D., 
DEMONSTRATOR OF PHYSIOLOGY. 
J. GIBBONS HUNT, M.D., 
DEMONSTRATOR OF HISTOLOGY AND TECHNICAL MICROSCOPY. 
HENRY LEAMAN, M.D., 
PROSECTOR TO THE PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY. 
WM. S. LEFFMAN, Janitor, 
At the College, Tenth Street, between Chestnut and Walnut. 
COLLINS, PRINTER. 
MATRICULATES OF SESSION 1877-8. 
[Every name in this Catalogue is registered in the Matriculation Book in the 
Matriculate's handwriting.] 
Abernethy, James W. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Aldrich, Henry C. ...... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Alexander, R. H. (M.D )......U. S. Army. 
Allen, Charles L 	 Pennsylvania 
Allen, James R 	 Rhode Island. 
Alvord, John E. (M.D., Keokuk C. P. S.) 
Illinois. 
Ames, Robert P. M... ..... .Massachusetts. 
Amos, Enos  	 West Virginia. 
Anderson, Thomas E. 	 North Carolina 
Angney, William Muir (A.B.) 
Pennsylvania. 
Appel, Aaron H. (A.M.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Ard, Wilson P...... ....... ....Pennsylvania. 
Armstrong, J. Stone 	 New York. 
Arney, George F 	 Pennsylvania. 
Arnold, Herbert A. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Artis, Leopoldo L...... 	 ...........Cuba. 
Ashcraft, John H. (M.D.) ....New Jersey. 
Aulick, H. (M.D.)...............U. S. Navy. 
Babbitt, Clarence H 	 New York. 
Bachmann, Theodore S.....Pennsylvania. 
Bair, Thomas A...............Pennsylvania. 
Baker, Harry B..... ..... ....Massachusetts. 
Baldwin, J. Marion. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Bartholomew, Cornelius ....Pennsylvania. 
Barton, George C.............Pennsylvania. 
Batten, A. Nelson (M.D.) ...New Jersey. 
Beall, William P.............North Carolina. 
Bean, J. H. (M.D.).........Massachusetts. 
Beatty, Thomas J. (A.B.)...Pennsylvania. 
Beaver, E. M. S. (M.D.)...Pennsylvania. 
Beeson, Isaac W.... 	 ... . 	  
Bell, Edward S.......... ..... 	 .....Ohio. 
Benninger, Amandus A.....Pennsylvania. 
Berkey, Norman G...........Pennsylvania. 
.Berlin, Wilson S. (A.B.)....Pennsylvania. 
Best, Austin... ................Pennsylvania. 
Bickel, George H.............Pennsylvania. 
Bickford, H. H. (M.D.) 	 Tennessee. 
Biddle, Clement...............Pennsylvania. 
Bittinger, Joseph H 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Blunden, Boyle N........ 	 Pennsylvania. 
Board, John J................ ..... ...Virginia. 
Bochroch, Max H 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Boenning, Henry C ..... 
	
Pennsylvania. 
Bond, Munroe..............New Hampshire. 
Botsford, Robert L... ..... New Brunswick. 
Bowcock, John W 	 West Virginia. 
Bowers, Moses K 	 Pennsylvania. 
Bowman, H. W. (M.D., Wooster M. C.) 
Indiana. 
Bowman, Robert R 	 Pennsylvania. 
Boyer, Jacob H 	 Pennsylvania. 
Bradfield, George M 	 Pennsylvania. 
Brady, Franklin 	 Pennsylvania. 
Brawner, Walter R. 	
 .. ...Georgia. 
Bready, Conrad R. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Bready, John Ely ....... ......Pennsylvania. 
Brock, Rufus E 	 West Virginia. 
Brooks, F. V. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Brous, Harry A.. ... 
	 Kansas. 
Brower, Charles F..................Virginia. 
Brown, James M. (M.D.)...Pennsylvania. 
Browne, Carlos 	 .................California. . 
Brown, Page .......................California. 
Brownfield, James H 	 ...West Virginia. 
Browning, Walter C. 	 ...New Jersey. 
Brundage, Emerson K.......Pennsylvania. 
Bryan, Benjamin H..........Pennsylvania. 
Bryan, John S .................Pennsylvania. 
Bryson, Lewis M. ... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Buck, James P. .......... ..... Pennsylvania. 
Buffington, William H. 	 ......Kentucky. 
Bella, Alfred M.............North Carolina. 
Burgin, Herman (A. M ) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Burnham, Robt. W. (M.D 	 , McGill Un.) 
Canada. 
Burroughs, Hamilton S 	 Pennsylvania. 
Byer, William F 	 Pennsylvania. 
Cahall, T. N. (M.D.)..............Delaware. 
Cahall, William C. 	 ...Delaware. 
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Calvin, Abner C 	 Pennsylvania. 
. Calvin, David H. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Cameron, Norris ..... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Campbell, Cassius M. C 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Campbell, George W. (M.E ) 
Pennsylvania. 
Campbell, J. Moore 
	
Pennsylvania. 
Campbell, William (M.D.).......Michigan. 
Carpenter, John A..........Massachusetts. 
Carrell, John B. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Carrier, Frederic H...............New York. 
Casanova, Juan J........................Cuba. 
Cates, Charles 
Cavitt, J. Whitley (A.B.) 
	 ... .Texas. 
Chambers, J. E. (M.D.)............Indiana. 
Chapman, Henry C. (M.D., Univ. Pa.) 
Pennsylvania. 
Chapman, Norman H. (B. S.)......Illinois. 
Clark, Frank A........... ..... Pennsylvania. 
Clayton, George R...... 
	 ......Texas. 
Cline, Charles H................New Jersey. 
Cline, Lewis C.... 
	 ...............Indiana.  
Conard, T. Ellwood..........Pennsylvania. 
Connolly, Henry .....................Canada. 
Conwell, W. Lord ............Pennsylvania. 
Coutant, George E................New York. 
Cox, Thomas B................Pennsylvania 
Cramer, D. Clark ............Pennsylvania. 
Crane, Edward B.............Pennsylvania. 
Crawford, George W. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Crawford, Gustavus R. J........ ...Canada. 
Cropp, J. Francis ...... ..Washington Terr. 
Crosthwaite, John D... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Crump, William L..........North Carolina. 
Cummings, M. John .........Pennsylvania. 
Curtis, Wickliffe K. (A.B.)...W. Virginia. 
Da Costa, John C 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Dalsen, Charles M 	 Pennsylvania. 
Darrow, Charles E. (A.B.)......New York. 
Davis, Frank T. 	 ............Kentucky. 
Davis, Henry H.................New Jersey. 
Davis, Henry S. (M.D.)....Pennsylvania. 
Davis, J. C. (M.D.) .........Pennsylvania. 
Davis, James G .. 
	
 ..... Pennsylvania. 
Davis, Lewis G.......... 
Dawson, Joseph U 
	 ...Central America. 
Day, Homer B.................Pennsylvania. 
Decker, William Frank, Jr... Pennsylvania. 
Deemer, John T.......... ..... Pennsylvania. 
Denham, A. 
De Witt, John II... ..... ..... .......Illinois. 
De Wolf, James H.............Pennsylvania. 
De Wolfe, Willard L..........Pennsylvania. 
De Young, A. Henriques S..Pennsylvania. 
Diehl, 	 ..................Pennsylvania. ...  
Dillman, J. W. (M.D.) United States Navy. 
Dillon, J. Dale.................Pennsylvania. 
Dodds, Ford S. (M.D., C. M. C.) Illinois. 
Dodge, Clarence L......... ....... New York. 
Donnelly, Michael A.........Pennsylvania. 
Downes, B. (M. D.) ................Delaware. 
Downes, Valentine C.............Maryland. 
Doyle, William J..... ....... .Pennsylvania. 
Drake, C. H. (M.D.).............Tennessee. 
Drake, C. M. (M.D).........Pennsylvania. 
Drake, Howard H............Pennsylvania. 
Dreher, G. W. (M.D.).......Pennsylvania. 
Dripps, John H...............Pennsylvania. 
Duggan, James R. (A. B.).........Georgia. 
Dwight, M. B. (M.D.).......Pennsylvania. 
Earley, C. R. (M.D.) ..... ...Pennsylvania. 
Eaton, Charles W............. Pennsylvania. 
Ellenberger, J. Wesley.......Penusylvania. 
Ellinger, George W...................Illinois. 
Emery, Boyd A. 	  .........Pennsylvania. 
Emrick, Edwin M.............Pennsylvania. 
Enos, Thomas A 	 ...............Delaware. 
Entler, George F..................New York. 
Erney, A. S. (M.D.)..........Pennsylvania. 
Espy, J. Smith................ Pennsylvania. 
Evans, Micaiah R 	 Pennsylvania. 
Ewer, Ferdinand A......................Chili. 
Faison, William W.........North Carolina. 
Feltwell, John.................Pennsylvania. 
Fiedler, Daniel W.............Pennsylvania. 
Fine, Clinton B................Pennsylvania. 
Fink, William D...............Pennsylvania. 
Finley, John T. ............ ...... ...Missouri. 
Fisler, Charles F................New Jersey. 
Flagg, Urbane H ............Massachusetts. 
Flick, Lawrence F............Pennsylvania. 
Forster, Charles V............ Pennsylvania. 
Fox, L. Webster...............Pennsylvania. 
Francis, L. K. (M.D.) ......Pennsylvania. 
Frantz, Joseph ................Pennsylvania. 
Fravel, Edward 	 ...................Virginia.  




    
Hastings, John 	 ........... ............Ohio. 
Hays, Peter W.................Pennsylvania. 
Hazlett, Isaac W.........................Ohio. 
Hecht, John P ..... ............Pennsylvania. 
Reddens, J. W................. ...... Missouri. 
Heinitsh, George W. (B.A.) Pennsylvania. 
Hengst, Milton A.............Pennsylvania. 
Henning, John D..............Pennsylvania. 
Herbein, Milton H. .........Pennsylvania. 
Herbst, George Edwin M. (A.B.)..Penna. 
Herdocia, Rmlolfo F.... Central America. 
Hermann, Henry W. (D.D.S.)._ Missouri. 
Herr, Francis C ......... ......Pennsylvania. 
Herron, Charles R...................Florida. 
Hewson, Addinell, Jr 	 ...Pennsylvania. 
Hice, Edward C... ...... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Hill, James W..... ..... . ..... ......Kentucky. 
Hilliard,. illiam D... 	 North Carolina. 
Hillis, James D.......................Indiana. 
Himmelwright, Francis E...Pennsylvania. 
Hitchcock, Henry S 	 ............Illinois. 
Hoffman, W. J. (M.D.).. —.Pennsylvania. 
Hollinsworth, John B.....North Carolina. 
Hollinsworth, W. R. (111.D.) 
North Carolina. 
Holman, James A .............Pennsylvania. 
Holmes, William E................Kentucky. 
Holshurg, Daniel B 	 Pennsylvania. 
Hopkins, Abram C... 	  North Carolina. 
Horn, Harry Y 	 Pennsylvania. 
Hough, Charles B 	 Pennsylvania. 
Hough, H. Page ..... ............New Jersey. 
Hough, Thomas A 	 ......Pennsylvania. 
Houston, Isaac N.... 	  ...Pennsylvania. 
Hoy, William S.......... 	 West Virginia. 
Hoyt, Theodore E. ..... ......Pennsylvania. 
Howard, Randolph N...............Indiana. 
Howell, Richard L............Pennsylvania. 
Hubbard, J. Clark..........Massachusetts. 
['udders, G. W. (M.D.) 	 —.Pennsylvania. 
Hudders, John S.............Pennsylvania. 
Hudson, Lyell E. (M.D., Pac. Med. 
Freund, Henry (A.B.) 
	 Pennsylvania. 






Fuller, Smith, Jr 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Fulton, T. Chalmers 	 Pennsylvania. 
Funk, Harry S 
	
Pennsylvania. 
Gailey, C. P. (M.D.) 	 . 	 . Ohio. 
Gaines, Thomas H................Kentucky. 
Gale, C. Tiernan ........ ........... ...... .0hio. 
Gamble, James E 
	 .Pennsylvania. 
Gandy, Charles M................New Jersey. 
Gast, J. R. (M.D.)...........Pennsylvania. 
Gillam, James E... 	 ......Pennsylvania. 
Glass, Montgomery W......West 
Godey, Harry 	 ......Pennsylvania. 
Gontner, Aaron M............Pennsylvania. 
Goodno, Charles F.............New Jersey. 
Gordon, John W..............Pennsylvania. 
Grady, William A................Minnesota. 
Graham, Fleming Ben............New York. 
Graham, George S. (M.D.) ...... ....Penna. 
Grant, II. Horace (A B.) .......Kentucky. 
Grattan, Matthew G. ..... ...Pennsylvania. 
Greene, Frank C................ New Jersey. 
Gregg, Albert E ...... .........Pennsylvania. 
Griffith, R. Eglesfeld (M.D. Univ. 
Pa.) 	 ..... .Pennsylvania. 
Guerrero, Alfonzo.........Central America. 
Guzman, Virgilio..........Central America. 
Hacker, Isaac B. .............Pennsylvania. 
Haley, George P..... 
	 .. New Jersey. 
Hall, Charles E................Pennsylvania. 
Hall, George Parks (1\1.D., Un. La.) 
Texas. 
Hall, Joseph E. (M.D.)......Pennsylvania. 
Hall, Walter E...................New Jersey. 
Halsey, Luther M.. 
	
 ......New Jersey. 
Hamer, Joseph R...................Missouri. 
Hankey, Wilbur H. J........Pennsylvania. 
Hansell, Howard F...........Pennsylvania. 
Harbison, Andrew B.........Pennsylvania. 
Hardiman, S. (M.D.) 	
 .......Tennessee. 
Harrison, Louis 
Hartman, Harry V...........Pennsylvania. 
Hartzell, M. B. (D.)......Pennsylvania. 
Hartzell, W. H. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Hassenplug, Galen K 	 Pennsylvania. 
  
  
Hughes, Dan E 	 .... ...Pennsylvania. 
Hughes, W. Eugene..........Pennsylvania. 
Hulshizer, Allen H 	 New Jersey. 
Hunter, David ............ ..... Pennsylvania. 
Hunter, Stephen A. (A.M.)...... ...Penna. 
Hui ford, William 
Hurlock, Frank I.............Pennsylvania 
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Hurst, Denison A. (M.D., Starling 
	
Med. Coll.). ... 	  
Hutchinson, James H. S. ..... .........Ohio. 
Hutzell, J. C. (M.D 
Huyett, Robert P. R.........Pennsylvania. 
Ibach, Frederick G ..........Pennsylvania. 
Irwin, William 	  . 	 Pennsylvania. 
Jackson, Alexander W 	 Pennsylvania. 
Jacob, Harry 	 Pennsylvania. 
Jessop, Samuel A. S 	 Pennsylvania. 
Jimenez, Saturninus M................Cuba. 
Johns, Harry W ........ 	 Pennsylvania. 
Johnson, Samuel C. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Johnston, John P 	 Pennsylvania. 
Johnston, Marion 	 . ...............Indiana.  
Jones, William S................New Jersey. 
Judson, William H..........Massachusetts. 
Julian, Alpheus H. ...... ..........Missouri. 
Kaisinger, Henry M.... ....Pennsylvania. 
Kalbach, John C 	 Pennsylvania. 
Karsner, Charles W 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Keelor, R. S. (M.D.) 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Keelor, Vincent Z 	 Pennsylvania. 
Kelly, Louis A 	 Pennsylvania. 
Kemble, Harvey C.................Delaware. 
Kempton, Augustus 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Kennedy, James S..... 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Kern, P. M. (M.D.) .,. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Kerr, Frank A. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Keslar, Edward 0. 
	 ...Pennsylvania. 
Keylor, Henry E. 	 ...Pennsylvania. 
Kifer, Logan M. (A.B.) ....Pennsylvania. 
Kilbourn, Harry B...........Pennsylvania. 
Kilbride, John J.... 
	
 ...Pennsylvania. 
Kilburn, Frank 	 New Brunswick. 
King, George P.... 
	  ......Pennsylvania. 
Kirkpatrick, M. B 
	 ........ .......Illinois. 
Kistler, James K. ............Pennsylvania. 
Kneedler, William L..........Pennsylvania. 
Knight, Henry S.... ..... ...Massachusetts. 
Knowles, Henry B...........Pennsylvania. 
Knox, Samuel D  . 
	 ...............Ohio. 
Kobler, George H. (M.D.)..Pennsylvania. 
Koons, Philip R.... 
	 ......Pennsylvania. 
Kram, George W 
	 ...... Pennsylvania. 
Kutz, Wilson L. (Ph.G )....Pennsylvania.  
Lambking, William 	 ..Pennsylvania. 
Langton, Daniel J. ..... ......Pennsylvania. 
Lantz, William 0.............Pennsylvania. 
Larimer, William T..........Pennsylvania. 
Lawrance, E. Stuart... ...... Pennsylvania. 
Leas, Thomas B...............Pennsylvania. 
Leberknight, Adam K.......Pennsylvania. 
Leberknight, Daniel C.......Pennsylvania. 
Lee, Bernard R.... 	  ......Pennsylvania. 
Lee, John G. ..................Pennsylvania. 
Lefevre, J. H..................Pennsylvania. 
Lessig, Harry C.......... ..... Pennsylvania. 
Lewis, John Henry...............California. 
Lewis, Le Roy.....................New York. 
Lewis, William E. 	 ............Missouri. 
Lewis, William /1...................Missouri. 
Liehliter, David C. (A.B.) 
	 ...Virginia. 
Liggett, Samuel J............Pennsylvania. 
Light, Samuel D..............Pennsylvania. 
Lincoln, James................Pennsylvania. 
Lindley, H. S. (M.D.) ......Pennsylvania. 
Linn, B. T. (D.D.S.).........Pennsylvania. 
Lloyd, William E.............Pennsylvania. 
Long, Robert P. (A.B ).....Pennsylvania. 
Lott, J. Howard 	
 .....Pennsylvania. 
Lowengrund, Lee.............Pennsylvania. 
Lowry, James L. 	 ....... .Pennsylvania. 
Lyon, George B. ...... ...................Iowa. 
Marshall, P. D. (M.D.).....Pennsylvania. 
Marshall, Benjamin..... 	 England. 
Martin, Aaron 	
 .Pennsylvania. 
Martin, Eli W. 	  ......Pennsylvania. 
Martin, John C. (Ph.G.) ...Pennsylvania. 
Martin, John R...............Pennsylvania. 
Martin, Joseph  	 . 	 ..Ireland. 
Masser, William H..... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Mattson, Charles R. 	 ...Pennsylvania. 
Manger, E. B. (M.D.)......Pennsylvania. 
Means, William B. (Ph.G.).. Pennsylvania. 
Mears, George V.............Pennsylvania. 
Mellus, Edward L.... . . 
	 Minnesota. 
Mentzer, Newton M..........Pennsylvania. 
Mercur, John D...............Pennsylvania. 
Metzger, George W..........Pennsylvania. 
Miller, Alfred B.....................Missouri. 
Miller, Henry J. 	
O Millikin, John Lindsey.......Pent;:yl;anhiao. 
Mitchell, E. 
Montgomery, Edmund B............Illinois. 
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Montgomery, James E......Pennsylvania. 
Moore, John C........... ..... ....Tennessee. 
Morales, Jose M..........Central America. 
Morris, Henry.................Pennsylvania. 
Moss, J. De Lange............Pennsylvania. 
Mount, Frederick D.... .. 	 Maryland. 
Mowery, Jacob L.. ........ ...Pennsylvania. 
Moyer, David S.  
	
..Pennsylvania. 
Mulliner, Harry A. ..........Pennsylvania. 
Murray, F. M. (M.D.) ..... .........Florida. 
Musser, Urias 
	 ...Pennsylvania. 
McAuley, Auley ..............Pennsylvania. 
McCallister, Charles H............Indiana. 
McCandliss, Morris D. (M.D., Un. Mich.) 
Pennsylvania. 
McClanahan, Harry M..............Illinois. 
McClure, Samuel C..... ..... Pennsylvania.. 
McCollin, S. Mason (Ph.G.) 
	 Penna. 
McCord, George T. (A.M.) 	 Penna. 
McDonald, John....Prince Edward Island. 
McEwen, Charles M..........Pennsylvania. 
McGehee, Daniel M.............Mississippi. 
McGogney, Samuel..........Pennsylvania. 
McKenzie, J. C.............North Carolina. 
McMonagle, J. Hamilton...Pennsylvania. 
McQuillen, Daniel N. (D.D.S.) 
	 Penna. 
	
McSorley, John     .... ....Canada. 
Neale, Henry M.................Connecticut. 
Neiman, Howard Y..........Pennsylvania. 
Nes, Henry 	 ... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Newton, Francis I......................India. 
Nicodemus, John D...............Maryland. 
Nonamaker, Noah S. 
	 Pennsylvania. 
O'Ferrall, Frank (A.B.)............Indiana. 
Oldshue, James Alfred......Pennsylvania. 
Oliver, Frederic W  . 
	 ....New Jersey. 
Ono, Shunji......... ........ 
	 pan. 
Orr, Samuel M. ............South Carolina. 
Ott, Lambert ........................Missouri. 
Otway, David B ..... ............West Indies. 
Owen, John Jones ..... 	 ..... .........Ohio. 
Page, Dudley L..............Massachusetts. 
Paine, William A.............Pennsylvania. 
Palmer, Elton J...................New York. 
Park, John W.................Pennsylvania. 
Parrish, James ......................Alabama. 
Patterson, Charles F ..... ...............Ohio. 
Peairs, Elisha P 	 ...Pennsylvania. 
Peck, Henry T....... .. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Peirce, George L.. ....... .........California. 
Percy, H. T. (M.D.).. .........U. S. Navy. 
Perkins, B. B. (M.D.).......Pennsylvania. 
Pettingill, J B.. (M.D., Un. Pa.) 
Pennsylvania 
Pigman, Samuel C.. ... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Piper, W. A. (M.D)..........Pennsylvania. 
Poffenberger, Albert T 	 Pennsylvania. 
Pollock, C. Hughes 	 Pennsylvania. 
Pool, William B... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Porter, John (M.D.) ...... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Postlewait, John A 	 Illinois. 
Potsdamer, Joseph B. (A.B.) 
Pennsylvania. 
Powers, J. Benjamin ......North Carolina. 
Pownell, Howard .............Pennsylvania. 
Praeger, Hubert Francisco 	 Sweden. 
Price, Allen D 	 ......:.....Pennsylvania. 
Price, Joseph H...............Pennsylvania. 
Prichett, Arthur R 	 ... ...Pennsylvania. 
Rambo, Samuel M............Pennsylvania. 
Ramsaur, George A ..... ...North Carolina. 
Randall, William Herdic....Pennsylvania. 
Randle, William H ..... .........Mississippi. 
Rathbun, F. Darlington (M.D., Rush 
M. C.) ........ .....................Illinois. 
Redeker, F. W. 	 ...Pennsylvania,. 
Reed, Charles..................Pennsylvania. 
Reichard, P. L. (M.D.).....Pennsylvania. 
Reynolds, John M. C. .......Pennsylvania. 
Reynolds, Robert R..........Pennsylvania. 
Rhoads, George H....... ..... Pennsylvania. 
Rice, Thomas B....................Delaware. 
Rich, Thomas C. (M.D., Georgetown 
Med. Coll.) ...............Pennsylvania. 
Richards, Clayton W ...... ...Pennsylvania. 
Riehl, Emile... ..... 
	 ...... Pennsylvania. 
Righter, William H. (Ph.G.)... Delaware. 
Ristine, H. (M.D., Ohio Med. Coll.)Iowa. 
Ritchie, M. M. (M.D.) ......Pennsylvania. 
Rives, 0. A. (M.D., N. 0. S. Med.)..Penna. 
Robarts, Heber........................Illinois. 
Robison, M. B. (M.D.)......Pennsylvania. 
Rodman, William L...............Kentucky. 
Rogers, Horace B...............New Jersey. 
Rosenberger, Edmund S....Pennsylvania. 
Rosenthal, Edward ..... ......Pennsylvania. 
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Ruiz, Fernando J..........Central America. 
Sajous, Charles E. L. ............California. 
Sampsel, James W...... ...... Pennsylvania. 
Savage, G. Christopher .........Tennessee. 
Sawyer, Alton ..........................Maine. 
Schaeffer, Uriah R....... ..... Pennsylvania. 
Schellinger, C. M. ..... ......New Jersey. 
Schenkel, Nickolaus .........Pennsylvania. 
Scott, Clinton H. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Scroggs, Gustavus A ....................Ohio. 
Seaman, Dean......................New York. 
Seasholtz, Horatio T.... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Seibert, George W 	 Pennsylvania. 
Seltzer, John H... ... 	
 ...Pennsylvania. 
Shade, Nevin B................Pennsylvania. 
Shadle, Jacob E...............Pennsylvania. 
Shallenberger, H. M. (M.D.).......Penna. 
Sharpless, B. Frank 	 ...Pennsylvania. 
Sheaff, Charles G.............Pennsylvania. 
Sheardown, Thomas W 	 Minnesota. 
Shirk, John K.................Pennsylvania. 
Shively, George G 	 Pennsylvania. 
Shoyer, Charles C. (M.D.).........Kansas. 
Simon, T. W. (M.D ) 
	 Pennsylvania. 
Skilling, John 	 ..................Arizona. 
Smith, A. S. (M.D 	 ) ...... —.Pennsylvania. 
Smith, Amos H 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smith, Anthony J 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smith, Charles W............West Virginia. 
Smith, D. D. (D.D.S.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smith, H. R. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smith, Harris K....... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smith, Hiram J 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smith, Jacob H....... ...... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smith, John W. (M.D.).............Indiana. 
Smith, William C. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Smock, Edwin L 	 Pennsylvania. 
Snively, Joseph L. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvanin. 
Snyder, Charles P...... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Spangler, J. R. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Spengler, Asa 0 	 Pennsylvania. 
Spengler, Gideon D 	 —Pennsylvania. 
Spicer, John D. (M.D.)...North Carolina. 
Spragg, Sylvanus S..........Pennsylvania. 
Sprowls, Isaac N..... 	  ...Pennsylvania. 
Stair, John G 	 .....................Indiana. 
Stanger, Samuel T. (M.D.)..New Jersey. 
Stanton, James G ........ .....Pennsylvania. 
Stapp, James T......................Alabama. 
St. Clair, Charles M 	 Pennsylvania. 
Stehman, H. B. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Steinbach, L. W ...... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Sterling, H. F. (M.D.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Stetler, John G. (M.D., Med. Dept. 
Pa. Col.) 	 Pennsylvania. 
Stewart, David D 	 Pennsylvania. 
Stewart, Frank E. (Ph.G.) 	 New York. 
Stewart, J. Taylor (M.D., Clue. C. M.) 
Kentucky. 
Stirling, Samuel R 	 Pennsylvania. 
Stockdill, Thomas F.... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Stone, Lewis P........... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Storer, Benjamin S................ ...... Ohio. 
Stricker, Julius 	 Pennsylvania. 
Strohecker, James T. ..... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Stuart, Richard H... 	  ..... 
Sutton, George S. ............Pennsylvania. 
Sutton, Lewis (M.D.)... ..... Pennsylvania. 
Swavely, A. B. (M.D.)......Pennsylvania. 
Talmage, Samuel B..........Pennsylvania. 
Taylor, Joseph W...................Missouri. 
Taylor, Samuel M.................Arkansas. 
Tharp, William S...................Missouri. 
Thiel], A. Kline.....................Michigan. 
Thomas, Eli J.......... ....... Pennsylvania. 
Thomas, William A. (A.B.).......Georgia. 
Thompson, J. A. (M.D.) ...Pennsylvania. 
Thompson, James A..........Pennsylvania. 
Thompson, James D.....................Ohio. 
Thompson, John Cooper.... Pennsylvania. 
Thompson, John Calvin 	 Pennsylvania. 
Throop, George S. 	 Pennsylvania. 
Tice, Frederic L. C 	 .........Maryland. 
Tinker, Charles W................Minnesota. 
Todd, Alonzo IL ........ ..... ......Delaware. 
Tomlinson, Peter W........ 	 Delaware. 
Torbert, Enos G.... ....... ...Pennsylvania. 
Torrence, D. Rogers.........Pennsylvania. 
Town, E. C. (M.D.) .........Pennsylvania. 
Townsend, Emery L.............Minnesota. 
Troxell, Sherman ............Pennsylvania. 
Turner, James (M.D.) 	 ...Maryland. 
Turner, Joseph......... 	  New Jersey. 
Ullrich, Seff S.................Pennsylvania. 
Ulrich, David M....... ...... .Pennsylvania. 
Van Antwerp, Eugene H ..... ...New York. 
8 
Vanvalzah, H. B. (M.D.)...Pennsylvania. 
Vega, Francisco G. ... ...Central America. 
Wakefield, Albert L.... ........ ......Illinois. 
Walker, Frank P. ----South Carolina. 
Walker, James N. ............Pennsylvania. 
Wallace, Clayton T ................Kentucky. 
Wallace, Ellerslie, Jr........Pennsylvania. 
1Vallen, Seeley ...................New Jersey. 
Wamsley, James A.............New Jersey. 
Waters, John  	 .Arkansas. 
Way, Eugene.....................New Jersey. 
Weeks, Carlile B. ............Pennsylvania. 
Weikel, Charles H. (M. D. ) .. Pennsylvania. 
Weiser, George B., Jr 	 Pennsylvania. 
Weiss, Louis (Ph.G.) .............Colorado. 
Wells, Joseph M................New Jersey. 
Welsh, D. Emmett 	 Pennsylvania. 
Whetham, Charles El ...... 	 Pennsylvania. 
Whitaker, James S. 	  Maryland. 
White, H. B. (M.D., Ohio Med. Col.) 
Pennsylvania. 
White, W. W. (M.D., Univ. Mich.) 
New Brunswick. 
Wiley, S. Nelson .............Pennsylvania. 
Wilhelm, Eugene T........... Pennsylvania. 
Wilkinson, Jas. S....... 	  Pennsylvania. 
Williams. J. H. (M.D., Keokuk).......Mo. 
Williamson, James S 	 Penusylvania. 
Willtrout, Irving D ..... ......Pennsylvania. 




Wilson, James Moore . , ..... ............Ohio. 
Wilson, William R. ..........Pennsylvania. 
Winslow, Byron ...............Pennsylvania. 
Winter, Frank ......... ...... .Pennsylvania. 
Winters, Barton M. (M.D.).........Penna. 
Winterstine, George W......Pennsylvania. 
Witting, Anthony P.. 
	
...Kentucky. 
Wolff, L. 	 ... 	 .......Pennsylvania. 
Wood, George G. (M.D.)...Pennsylvania. 
Wood, George H....... ..... ..Pennsylvania. 
Woodend, John H.... ...... ...Pennsylvania. 
Woodruff, George.........New Hampshire. 
Woods, W. W. (M.D.) ......Pennsylvania. 
Wright, J. Edward 	 ...Pennsylvania. 
Wright, John L 
	 ..................Georgia. 
Yard, John L 
	 ..Pennsylvania. 
Yerger, William D. ...... .....Pennsylvania. 
Young, Calvin K..............Pennsylvania. 
Zeiner, Levi S.................Pennsylvania. 
Zerbe, B. Frank...............Pennsylvania. 
Zieber, Edward S.............Pennsylvania. 
Ziegler, William H ..... --Pennsylvania. 
Zook, Eli J. (B. S.) ..........Pennsylvania. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Pennsylvania........... 868 Virginia 	 .. 5 Chili ....... ............... 2 
New Jersey ...... ....... 24 Minnesota 	  5 Connecticut............. 1 
Ohio..  	 15 Iowa... 	  4 Rhode Island........... 1 
14 Canada. ...... ............ 3 Colorado ................ 1 
North Carolina 	  13 Texas..... 	  3 Arizona....... ........ 1 
13 United States Navy... 3 Washington Territory 1 
Missouri ..... ............ 12 New Brunswick........  3 United States Army.. 1 
Indiana 	  11 3 England 	 ....... ....... 1 
Kentucky 	 ....... 10 Alabama 	  . 	 . 2 
Massachusetts ......... 9 Arkansas 	 ............ 2 Prince Edward Island 1 
9 New Hampshire....... 2 India 	 ............. ...... . 1 
West Virginia... 	  8 Kansas 	 ..... 2 Japan 	 . 1 
Central. America...—. 7 Michigan ..... ........... 2 West 	 Indies............ 1 
California 6 Maine....... 	  2 1 
Maryland ......... 	  6 2 
G eorgirt ..... 	  5 Mississippi.............. 2 Total. 	 ...... 	  598 
Tennessee......... 	  5 South Carolina......... 2 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
SUMMER COURSE OF LECTURES. 
THE SUMMER COURSE OF LECTURES will begin on Monday, March 18th, 1878, and 
will be continued until Saturday, June 15th. 
Lectures will be given as follows :— 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics . 	 . 	 Professor BIDDLE. 
Clinical Medicine at the Pennsylvania Hospital 	 Professor MEWS. 
Operative Surgery . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 Dr. J. H. BRINTON. 
Venereal and Cutaneous Diseases . 	 . 	 Dr. F. F. MAURY. 
Diseases of the Urino-Genital Apparatus 	 Dr. S. W. Gaoss. 
Laryngoscopy and Diseases of the Throat 	 Dr. J. SOLIS-COHEN. 
Anatomy 	 . 	 . 	 Dr. H. LEAMAN. 
Pathological Anatomy 	 Dr. MORRIS LONGSTRETR. 
Physical Diagnosis, with Auscultation and Percussion . Dr. J. C. WILsoN. 
Experimental Physiology • Dr. H. C. CHAPMAN. 
Diseases of Children . . Dr. W. B. ATKINSON. 
Microscopy . 	 . Dr. J. GIBBONS HUNT. 
Chemistry and Pathology of the Urine and Blood 	 • Dr. J. E. LOUGHLIN. 
Eleotro-Therapeutics . . . Dr. H000 ENGEL. 
AUXILIARY COURSE. 
The following collateral branches will be taught in connection with the regular 
Course:— 
Toxicology . • Dr. H. LEFFMANN. 
Comparative Anatomy . Dr. H. C. CHAPMAN. 
Pharmacy . . Dr. R. E. GRIFFITH. 
Medical Botany . Dr. A. K. MINICH. 
CLINICAL INSTRUCTION 
Will be given daily at the College Hospital. 
{Surgery 	
Dr. J. 11. BRINTON. Surg ry . Dr. F. F. MAURY. 
Medicine 	 f Dr. 0. P. REX. Dr. J. B. ROBERTI. 
Gynnoology . 	 Dr. F. H.  GETCHELL. 
Ophthalmic Surgery 	 . 	 Dr. W. THOMSON. 
Clinical Lectures will be given also at the Pennsylvania and Philadelphia Hos-
pitals by Lecturers of the Course, during their terms of service at these Institutions. 
The General Introductory to the Course will be delivered by Dr. CHAPMAN, on 
Monday, March 18th, at 12 M. 
Matriculates of the College will be entitled to attend the entire Course on payment 
of a Registration fee of $5. Non-Matriculates will pay in addition $35, which will 
be deducted from the fees of the Winter Course, when the tickets for that Course 
are issued. 
Practical Instruction will be given on the Demonstrative branches during the 
summer. 
A PRELIMINARY COURSE will be delivered, free of charge, in the autumn, com-
mencing on the 2d of September, 1878. 
The ensuing WINTER SESSION will begin Tuesday, October 1st, 1878. 
J. B. BIDDLE, M.D., 
Dean. 
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